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W1070 lamp replacement guide

1 Content 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3 8 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 For the BENQ W1070 projector you can choose from: original and generic manufacturers of lamps with cabinets or
bare bulbs. If you prefer a light replacement process, buy a lamp with a housing. Or choose a bare bulb without housing, if you already have experience in changing bald bulbs and you are ready to cope with a more complex replacement process. If you do not want to compromise on the quality and
reliability of the projection, choose the original lamp of the manufacturer. If you prefer a cheaper option, and the quality and reliability of the projection are not your top priorities, buy a general lamp. A proper compromise is the original bulb inside (or diamond) lamp. It provides the quality of the original lamp,
albeit at a better price. The projector's guide can also help change the lamp and it can be downloaded here. All you need to do is loosen a few screws in the projector, remove the entire lamp housing and replace it with a new one. You can choose from 4 variants of the lamp - original, original bulb inside,
diamond or generic. VIDEO - Replacing the projector lamp with housing [1]If you are a VAT registered company based in the EU and provide us with your VAT identification number, you can pay for the products at the price exclusive of VAT. In this short video guide, you can learn how to take the original
lamp from the BENQ projector and install the new one correctly. Watch a video on how to replace the lamp without the housing lamp 21,350projectors and 1,160 TVs 44,190 lamps stockready per shipment More than 160,000lamps sold since 2009. 99% of our customers could recommend us Datasheet



BenQ W1070 Datasheet Language:English File Size: 344.54 KB Version: Operating System: Update: 2018-02-19 Datasheet W1070 Datasheet Language:English File size: 1.41 MB Version: 03-2015 Operating system: Update: 2015-03-22 Warranty 180 DAYS 500 HOURS Language:English File size:
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